Response to Pachter criticism of Córdoba randomized clinical trial for Vitamin D in COVID-19

Lior Pachter’s 11/17/20 blog post, raises some objections to our medRxiv preprint reanalyzing the Córdoba randomized clinical trial for vitamin D for hospitalized COVID-19 patients. While some of his minor criticisms will help improve our presentation, all his other concerns about the Córdoba study were already fully addressed in our paper, as we detail below:

[1] The Córdoba study is adequately powered

Pachter’s first concern is that the study was small. He writes: “Small studies are notoriously problematic, and are known to produce large effect sizes”. We fully agree with the statement, and that’s why statisticians do not report only effect sizes, but also report p-values. A small study can be underpowered, if the combination of cohort size and effect size is insufficient to obtain a significant P-value. Yes, rolling 3 heads in a row has an enormous effect size, but an insignificant p-value. However, the Córdoba study had N=76 participants and a 25-fold effect size, a sufficiently large combination to obtain a P-value of 7.7x10^-7, which Pachter agrees with. Hence, the study was adequately powered.

[2] Comorbidities do not explain differences in ICU admissions:

Pachter’s main concern is about the possibility that higher ICU admissions in the control group may have been due to larger number of comorbidities at the time of admission, rather than to greater disease severity, writing: “admission to the ICU could be decided in part based on the presence of comorbidities, and … there was a significant imbalance in one of the comorbidities”.

We fully agree with the concern and address it mathematically in our paper. Our theorem quantifies the probability that differences in ICU admissions may stem from comorbidity differences, and shows that such a scenario has less than 1 in 60,000 chance. This theorem applies regardless of how comorbidities may contribute to ICU admission: whether it is through disease severity, or through a decision the selection committee made without regard to disease severity, the math is the same.

Ironically, Pachter dismisses our theorem as following immediately from the definition of conditional probability. We agree that to any mathematician, the theorem should be so obvious as to not need stating. However, in our experience it is not obvious to many clinicians, which is why we find it worthwhile to state it explicitly and formally, and to prove it. Whether or not it is obvious, the theorem is true, which Pachter does not dispute. It is unfortunate that he dismisses it however, as it directly addresses his concern about comorbidities, showing that comorbidities do not explain the observed differences in ICU admissions.

[3] We found no significant evidence of incorrect randomization in treatment vs. control assignments.

Pachter also discussed another concern we raised in our paper, namely that the assignment of patients to treatment vs. control groups may have possibly been non-random, as one of the 15 covariates (hypertension) differed between treatment and control groups with a nominal p-value of 0.0023. As we clarified in our paper, after multiple hypothesis correction, there was no significant evidence of non-random assignment (P=0.069).

Pachter suggests two small improvements to the calculation, first that one of the 15 covariates (kidney disease) should be excluded, because both treatment and control groups had no patients and thus the P-value for it is undefined, and second, that Šidák’s correction is more accurate than Bonferroni’s. After both adjustments, there continues to be no significant evidence of non-random assignment (P=0.06).

Pachter incorrectly suggests that our correction should be one-sided, stemming from misunderstanding which hypothesis we test in that section of our paper. Had we been investigating whether comorbidities contributed to decreased ICU admissions in the control group, a one-sided p-value would have been appropriate, but we addressed this concern elsewhere in our paper. Instead, this section addressed a different concern, of whether the Córdoba study authors had perhaps failed to properly assign patients...
to groups based on computer randomization as they had stated. A statistically-significant difference between the treated and control groups in any of the comorbidities would have been evidence of non-randomness, regardless of which group was enriched (for example, the authors reported P-values even for comorbidity differences enriched in the treated group, such as age). Thus, the appropriate correction is two-sided, as significant P-values in either direction would have been evidence of non-randomness.

Lastly, Pachter’s explanation of how P-values should and should not be used is in full agreement with how we used them in our analysis, even though he gets confused and he thinks that we used them backwards. Pachter incorrectly claims: “The most serious mistake that Jungreis and Kellis make, however, is in claiming that one can accept the null hypothesis of a hypothesis test when the p-value is greater than 0.05”; then immediately provides a quote from our paper that directly contradicts his claim: “this is not significant evidence that the assignment was not random at the usual 95% confidence level”. In other words, we interpret the non-significant p-value as a failure to reject the null hypothesis of randomness, exactly the way Pachter (and everyone else) says one should. As this was not a retrospective study, but instead a prospective study stating computerized randomization, a random assignment is the null hypothesis. Our claim is not that we proved randomness (something which is in principle impossible), but that the observed hypertension imbalance does not prove nonrandomness.


Pachter writes that there are “plenty of known risks associated with excess Vitamin D”. We agree, but the known risks can be avoided by checking vitamin D and calcium levels before administering calcifediol. We specifically wrote: “the medical community should consider testing the vitamin D levels of all hospitalized COVID-19 patients, and taking remedial action for those who are deficient, to the extent that it can be done safely”.

Summary

A superficial reading of the Córdoba randomized clinical trial of Vitamin D for hospitalized patients might dismiss it as too small, with potentially unbalanced comorbidities, and potentially imperfect randomization, and thus unlikely to lead to a significant result. However, our detailed analysis showed that it holds up to scrutiny with a combined cohort size and effect size sufficiently strong to yield a highly-significant P-value ($7.7 \times 10^{-7}$), indicating a strong role for Vitamin D in reducing ICU admissions for hospitalized COVID-19 patients despite any potential confounders.

Pachter’s concerns about the Córdoba study are no different from the ones we raised in our paper. His blog post serves as a validation of the importance of our paper, showing that we have directly addressed the concerns that a careful reader may have. It’s ironic that his blog post was written after our paper, and not before it, as our paper directly addresses each of the criticisms raised. However, we hope that our additional clarifications in this response help reinforce the message of our paper: the study was sufficiently powered to warrant further expanded clinical trials for Vitamin D in COVID-19.

With patient lives on the line, it is important to scrutinize any analysis that could affect patient care. This was our motivation in reanalyzing the Córdoba study, and we appreciate Pachter’s scrutiny of our analysis. The fact that all of Pachter’s main concerns were already addressed by our paper is reassuring, and we sincerely thank him for his three minor suggestions (Šidák’s vs. Bonferroni, 14 vs. 15 hypotheses, minor differences in wording between two statements of our theorem). If any additional concerns or suggestions surface, we stand eager to explore them fully.

Sincerely,

Irwin Jungreis and Manolis Kellis